CLASS-V / VITO wheelchair van
Low floor

Mercedes-Benz CLASS-V / VITO
Multifunctional wheelchair van

B-style has developed a conversion kit for the
Mercedes-Benz Class-V / Vito so it can be converted
to a wheelchair van suitable for multifunctional use.
The Class-V / Vito wheelchair van easily provides space
for one wheelchair user plus a maximum of five seated
passengers. Also it enables to transport a maximum of
8 seated passengers when no wheelchair is transported.
The Class-V / Vito suits for private use, but can also be
operated as a multifunctional taxi.
This particular solution is possible for all Class-V / Vito
Rear Wheel Drive versions.

B-style works with you to deliver a
high-quality product that perfectly
meets your demands. We achieve
this with a personal approach, an
innovative development department
and experienced professionals. All our
activities are conducted in conformance
with European regulations and the
guidelines provided by the various
vehicle manufacturers.

Mercedes-Benz Class-V / Vito
Multifunctional wheelchair van

Wheelchair ramp, clear rear vision

Flexible configuration

Wheelchair tie down system

Folding seats

To grant easy access we offer a wheelchair ramp
with a folding tip to enable a longer ramp but
without disturbing the rear vision. Optional this
ramp can be lightweight and it is covered with
an anti-skid surface. Extra long and reinforced
gas struts are installed to provide more
headroom under the tailgate.

The wheelchair tie down system and
the three-point safety belt meet the
requirements of ISO 10542.

The seating configuration is very flexible.
Depending on the version (L2 + L3 versions) you
can choose OEM configurations with single or
double co-drivers seats, 2nd row with a bench
for two or three passengers or even two single
seats. To offer maximum flexibility and capacity it
is even possible to install up to four folding seats
to reach a total of eight passengers plus driver.

Two folding seats can be placed in the
Class-V / Vito. The Extra Long can
accommodate four folding seats. The seats
have a very comfortable seat cushion and are
available in various colours and materials.
All are fitted standard with three-point safety
belts.

Wheelchair space

The maximum available wheelchairspace
measures 123,5 x 85 cm (LxW) and offers up
to 141 cm of headroom.

Invisible low floor

The bumper is attached to the tailgate, so
the low floor does not change the external
appearance. The original parking sensors in
the rear bumper can be retained during the
conversion (optional).
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